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Abstract. The introduction of the CLP Regulation in Europe has recently stimulated 
progress in the chemical formulations of NDT consumables such as liquid 
penetrants, magnetic particles and ultrasonic couplants. The impact of these new 
products, technologies and processes will be discussed through Company’s case 
studies with a particular focus on the safety and productivity innovations.  
 Automotive industry has greatly benefited from safety and productivity 
improvements in the last few years. The introduction of robots “trained” in 
automated liquid penetrant systems in NDT will allow for: 
 o Reduction of consumption of liquid penetrants: only the targeted areas of the 
pieces can be sprayed, guaranteeing a complete coverage and no overspray; 
 o Increase of productivity (pieces per hour) thanks to the robot-assisted liquid 
penetrant application; 
 o Less penetrant in the washing water allows much lower water consumption 
and lower water treatment costs; 
 o Robots and automatic vision systems have recently been applied in the non-
destructive industry whose function is to support the operator in the vision of 
indications/possible defects, by automatically identifying the indications and 
signalling them to quality control. 
 The new ASTM 3022-15 requires measurement of UV irradiance over time of 
battery powered LED lamps, which is decreasing due to battery depletion. An 
interesting innovation is the ability of certain UV LED battery-powered lamps to cut 
the power off well before the intensity at 38 cm / 15 inch is about to drop below 
1.000 µW/cm2 , in this way automatically guaranteeing that the minimum intensity 
requirements is always satisfied. The same innovation has been applied to battery 
powered magnetic yokes, with internal circuits automatically checking that the 
battery power left is still enough to ensure the lifting force requirements of 50 lb. 
 An interesting productivity innovation is the possibility to use magnetic 
powders and liquid penetrants at temperature ranges as extended as to cover all 
applications on the field, from very high temperatures to very low temperatures. 
Using reference blocks described in the ISO, ASTM and ASME standards, 
Companies have recently qualified unexpected temperatures that allow for 
significant savings in the inspection time. 
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The introduction of the CLP Regulation in Europe has recently stimulated progress in the 
chemical formulations of NDT consumables such as liquid penetrants, magnetic particles 
and ultrasonic couplants. The impact of these new products, technologies and processes 
will be discussed through Company’s case studies with a particular focus on the safety and 
productivity innovations. 
 
 
 
Introduction of Robotics in Automated Penetrant Systems 
 
The Automotive industry has greatly benefited from safety and productivity improvements 
in the last few years. The introduction of robots “trained” in automated liquid penetrant 
systems in NDT have already allowed Companies several competitive advantages: 
 

o Reduction of consumption of liquid penetrants: only the targeted areas of the 
pieces can be sprayed, guaranteeing a complete coverage and no overspray; 

o Increase of productivity (pieces per hour) thanks to the robot-assisted liquid 
penetrant application; 

o Less penetrant in the washing water allows much lower water consumption 
and lower water treatment costs; 

o Safety: the operator is separated from the liquid penetrant application area; 
o Reliability of NDT: complete coverage of pieces can be guaranteed and 

registered; 
o Robots and automatic vision systems have recently been applied in the non-

destructive industry whose function is to support the operator in the vision 
of indications/possible defects, by automatically identifying the indications 
and signalling them to the person in charge of quality control. 

 
 

Robotics in Liquid Penetrant Automated Systems for Automotive can increase productivity 
and lower inspection variable costs, case studies of Companies will be discussed in this 
regard. 
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Fig.1 Automated Fluorescent Liquid Penetrant System for Automotive using Elite K81B Designed, built and 

managed by NDT Italiana 
 

 
 
 
Productivity in UV light inspection 
 
 
UV lights are necessary when performing fluorescent penetrant or fluorescent magnetic 
particles testing. The new ASTM 3022-15 requires measurement of UV irradiance over 
time of battery powered LED lamps, which is decreasing due to battery depletion.  
 
An interesting innovation is the ability of certain UV LED battery-powered lamps to cut the 
power off well before the intensity at 38 cm / 15 inch is about to drop below 1.000 
µW/cm2, in this way automatically guaranteeing that the minimum intensity requirements is 
always satisfied.  
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Fig. 2: UV LED Lamp “Shuttle” with battery automatically checking minimum intensity requirements  

 
 
 
The same innovation has been applied to battery powered magnetic yokes, with internal 
circuits automatically checking that the battery power left is still enough to ensure the 
lifting force requirements of 50 lb / 22,7 Kg. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Portable Magnetic Yoke with lithium ion battery and automatic lifting force check 
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High temperatures in Liquid Penetrant Testing and Magnetic Particles Testing 
 
Temperature is a factor highly influencing the non destructive testing with liquid penetrants 
and magnetic particles. Low temperatures cause an increase in the penetration time of 
liquid penetrants into the possible indications (cracks,…) while high temperatures (above 
50°C according to ISO 3452-5) can risk to “burn” indications unless a correct product and 
procedure is used. 
When magnetic particles are used at high temperatures the problem is to make sure that the 
vehicle/carrier used is safe (example, the flash point in the case of oil-based carriers) and 
that the non destructive test is still effective despite the temperature influences the particles’ 
ability to move in the vehicle/carrier (especially in the case of water-based magnetic 
concentrates). 
 
The use of products with high stability of performance within an extended temperature 
range can help Companies to reduce the impact of these environmental variables and 
increase the reliability of their Non destructive testing. 
 
An interesting productivity innovation is the possibility to use magnetic powders and liquid 
penetrants at temperature ranges as extended as to cover all applications on the field, from 
very high temperatures to very low temperatures. Using reference blocks described in the 
ISO, ASTM and ASME standards, Companies have recently qualified unexpected 
temperatures that allow for significant savings in the inspection time.  
Case studies in particular in the Oil&Gas industry will be discussed. 
 
EN ISO 3452-5 in particular makes clear references to the manufacturer of the liquid 
penetrants, who is quoted several times in the Standard. Here are the some examples: 
 

• “High Temperature Penetrant Testing Requirements” (point 4): “The manufacturer's 
instructions shall be followed.”; 

• “General Characteristics of the Product (point 8): “Testing products shall be 
selected according to application with appropriate reference to the manufacturer's 
recommendations for process parameters.”; 

• “Procedure for Qualification” (point 13): “Qualification tests are carried out by the 
manufacturer and if products are used within the stated range, no further tests are 
needed on site.” 

 
 

Using products qualified in an extended temperature range can increase productivity of the 
non destructive testing. A case study of a Company will be discussed that reduced its 
inspection time by 75% in comparison to their previous inspections, while maintaining the 
same sensitivity and all other parameters of non destructive testing. 
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Fig.4 Elite K71B2p red liquid penetrant used at high temperatures  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Cracks on pipe shown at +120°C (+248°F) with dual-response fluorescent magnetic powder Elite 
FW1AC concentrate for water dilution  
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